Contact sealing simulation of high pressured diesel injector
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Summary. This extended abstract illustrates the simulation challenges related to highly pressurized diesel injector components and assemblies or other corresponding structures.
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Introduction

There are numerous applications where sealing properties are needed between components which deliver different liquid or gas substances. In the literature, many of the articles [1, 2, 9] handle ordinary bolted flange joints which use gaskets for sealing. Injector assemblies use mostly non-gasketed metal-to-metal sealing tightened by pre-tensioned bolts or cap nuts. Metal-to-metal contacts are studied in several articles: [3, 9]. The following figure 1 shows a commonly used contact surface type between components.

Figure 1. A highly pressurized diesel channel’s contact sealing surface is shown in a cut view figure at left and the lower part above the sealing surface at right. The injector boundary conditions are coming from the cylinder head simulation model [8]. It restricts the possibilities which can be used in these structures.
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The contact pressure between sealing surfaces must be higher than the diesel oil pressure in the sealed channel. Otherwise the contact surface leaks. The contact pressure can be adjusted by changing the pre-tension force or changing the contact surface area. The tightening changes in pre-tensioned joints are studied in article [5] and the leaking condition in [1].

Too high a pre-tension force induces plastic deformations near sealing surfaces when the yield limit is exceeded. If surface treatments are used, the yield limit of the material can be enhanced near the surfaces and thus a higher pre-tension force is possible to be used. On the other hand, the ultimate strain limit is then lower and the material is brittle.

Depending on stiffness differences between components and the used pre-tension force, it is possible that slip behavior occurs between the sealing surfaces during the diesel pressure cycles. The contact surfaces are usually grinded to get a smooth surface and thus better sealing ability. On the other hand, contact surfaces are susceptible to slip due to a lower coefficient of friction.

Sealing difficulties may occur due to different reasons: Pressurized channels do not reach the contact surface near the proper angles or several channels are close to each other. The contact surfaces are complex and large or not equally distributed between components. Usually, the contact pressure might be too low in some parts of the contact surface. [4] lists several reasons especially for micro leaks: non-accurate surface flatness, increased surface roughness, and its orientation.

High pre-tension forces induce high static stress states near the contact surfaces. Due to pressure fluctuation inside pressure channels, the contact surfaces also experience a changing stress state. Small amplitudes can be severe for the high cycle fatigue endurance of the material. Injector fatigue calculations are done similarly as in [10, 7].

Low-cycle fatigue issues can appear if the assembly is dismantled and the component pre-tension is released several times, for example, due to the maintenance cycle. Another source for the low-cycle fatigue is the changing temperature distribution in the assembly which might occur much more often than the maintenance breaks.

**Challenges with injector simulation**

The several points mentioned in the introduction chapter give a hint of the difficulties faced in simulation process. The work can be started by using simple formulas and rules of thumb, but the designer is really soon in the situation where s/he needs the aid of FEM to reach a workable structure. Usually, the final version of these complex structures must also be tested in a laboratory, but this can not be the only method to develop structures due to long iteration cycle.

It is normal that fast iteration cycles are demanded nowadays, and the simulation model must give a quick response to the designers when they change the geometry of the components. Analyzing a large assembly is easily very time consuming and several needs are fighting against simplification: The complex loading and boundary conditions of the structure lead to the need of modeling the complete assembly all at once. This brings up the need of controlling the amount of DOF so that the analysis time is not prolonged too much. The simulation model should be built so that the modified components can be changed easily.

Tetra elements are used due to an easier and much faster meshing process compared to hexa elements, although hexa elements would behave better in a contact analysis. The element mesh size varies widely through the meshed components because the contact
surfaces need a really dense mesh to give a realistic estimate of the sealing capability of the joint. A dense mesh is needed because the material parameters can vary greatly due to the thin surface treatment layer and the surfaces can have micro shapes to enhance their sealing ability. On the other hand, it is necessary to use a large element size in all other not so important locations to prevent too high amounts of DOF and a long analysis time.

Difficulties to find efficient convergence on analysis of ab assembly with several components originate from the following points: Several contact surfaces are defined in different directions. Some of the components don’t have a well-defined starting condition if the components have no boundary constraints but only a surface contact to the other components. Tie constraints would help in this issue, but usually all sealing surfaces have to be studied and thus this means a growing amount of models to be analyzed. Assemblies may contain impact bushes or other parts which are shrink-fitted to other parts. It is not always possible to avoid a situation where the thread region is near sealing surfaces, and then it is important to add a thread contact to the simulation. The micro shapes usually hinder the use of adjustment and clearances options because they can influence the surface shapes. The only exception is the situation where the contact surfaces have a clear axisymmetric shape and surface smoothing can be used.

There are also challenges in finding realistic material parameters and the way of using them properly in the different parts of the analysis chain: Several exotic materials are used, and not even all of their basic physical material properties are always well known, not to mention other properties like the fatigue parameters. Different surface treatment methods produce surface layers in the components, raising their surface hardness. The friction coefficient and elastic slip for the contact surfaces should be defined by using realistic test conditions.

The complex and large models lead to a situation where the analyst encounters difficulties with result handling. Several iteration cycles of the model produce an amount of data that easily reaches the level of terabytes. It is expected that Wärtsilä’s new Digital Design Platform [6] will make simulation data management much more flexible and efficient.

Contact slipping and consequences

Despite the tremendous surface pressures in fuel injector components, the contacts will usually slip during the operation. The slip is mainly caused by pressure loads and component geometry near the contact areas, but another significant factor in some cases comes from thermal loads and support boundaries. The slip can not be avoided, but it can be controlled by using suitable contact surface geometries. Also, the intended lifetime and service intervals of the injector play a key role since the number of slip cycles plays a key role.

The slip can be divided into several main categories which all should be evaluated: initial slip, low cycle slip, operation mode switch slip and high cycle slip.

Initial slip occurs at the first on-off type pressure load sequence of the component right after its assembly when the pressure load sets components to static positions with deformed geometry. The slip can be very high but usually not in dangerous proportions. The results of the initial slip can be partially ignored since it occurs only once. The focus should be on the clearances and deformed shapes after the initial slip to ensure that they remain within such limits that the injector will work normally. The deformed state after
the first on-off pressure pulse will be used as the reference state for low-cycle slip analysis.

Low-cycle slip occurs through low-cycle load steps of a fuel injector, such as the initial pressurization of a common rail system, thermal loading, engine load variation, disturbance or similar - in principle, all load steps between the start and stop of the engine. The slip amplitude through low-load cycles is calculated from the reference state and evaluated by calculating the relative slip between each load step and the slip amplitude over load history. The slip amplitude can be high; even 100 micrometer slip through low-cycle load steps is possible. Thus, the slip occurs between engine starts and stops, and therefore the number of slip cycles can be low. Generally, it is considered that an injector body would face less than 20000 low-cycle loads between the service intervals, but it might be possible, depending on the engine operation purpose, that an injector can go through less than ten. The relative slip between individual load steps is evaluated and the number of occurrence as well.

In modern, large fuel injectors, there are applications with a secondary pressure circuit with engine load mode options. The contacts may face slipping during the mode switch and settling to a new, statically stable position. The slip is usually large between the settled contact positions and occurs at every mode switch during the injector lifetime. Depending on the engine operational conditions, the slip and operation mode switches should be evaluated as a cumulative slip.

High-cycle slip occurs between each engine cycle and is usually low. However, the occurrence is huge, millions of cycles. Therefore, this slip is the primary one and should be minimized.

The slip causes abrasive corrosion on the contact surfaces, eventually leading to different failures. Primary failures are decreasing contact pressure, which leads to contact leakage or cavitation through the contact, and corrosion debris, which leads to malfunctions in mechanisms. These failures are safe. The secondary failures are fretting on the contact edges and cracks, see Figure 2, which may propagate easily due to high pressure load penetrating to crack. Secondary failures are rare, but can lead to severe destruction.

Figure 2. On the left: example of contact area fretting due to high cycle slip. On the right: contact area slip resulted to low contact pressure. Arrows point where leakage occurred on through the contact.
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